contemporary anglo-psychogeographical art; exchanging motion for text, dispersed geography for a capitalized cultural property value.
Such is the state of the contemporary dérive within spectacular cultural relations; at the mercy of the subject of its own critique, in need of something more than a 'return' to the corpse in the gutter or to nostalgic Parisian 'drifts'. However, it benefits by such returns, even by the ascendancy of contemporary psychogeographical heroes.
More importantly, by the sheer cheek of their plundering of situationist tactics and their shaking free from (and, thus, setting free of) theory, these luminaries set things in motion. A motion which, nostalgic or iconoclastic, other contemporary dérivistes should resist the temptation to repudiate, but rather to add to with new masses and new orbits, attracting, unashamed, both spectres and activisms. For the one without its many others is resource-less within the matrix of spectacular relations.
The Petard
This paper attempts to make a path through the tangled landscape of varied contemporary practices inspired by and reactive to the dérive. Although the number of practices cited is limited, the intention is to make an exemplary critical journey that reflects, not least in its cul-de-sacs and spaghetti junctions, a problematic and contradictory terrain.
Blue Boy Walks, Wrights & Sites for Spacex Gallery, Exeter, UK, 2004 While the arguments of the situationists are fundamental to the paper, the task is not to measure proximity to the original, but relate the contradictions in contemporary practices to the contradictions in the original, charting the two sets of motions about each other.
A key contradiction in the original dérive was that between its destination-less, afunctional route -'the path of least resistance which is automatically followed in aimless strolls (and which has no relation to the physical contour of the ground)' -and its instrumental search for 'the variety of possible combinations of ambiences, analogous to the blending of pure chemicals in an infinite number of mixtures'. (5) Such a tension between an 'aimless stroll' and an instrument of urban transformation is not a problem within the dérive, it is the work of it, just as the imbalance between the situationists' bold ecological aspiration to 'domination of psychogeographical variations by the knowledge and calculation of their possibilities' and their uncertain, accompanying gesture towards playful-constructive behaviour' (6) gives an inclination to the grounds for the dérive, a sloping between the 'constant currents, fixed points and vortexes' (7) of the city and their transformation into a unified psychogeographic playground, a site for a permanent dérive across quarters of bold, contrasting ambiences; crudely, a discrepancy between ends and means. The dérive appeared to turn back on itself and bite its own tail.
If '(S)eparation is the alpha and omega of the spectacle' (8) , then it would seem logical for the urbanism of the situationist resistance to be a unitary one. However, to then add to that unitary urbanism the upgrading of the functional dérive to a permanent 'way of life' (a posture first adopted by Gilles Ivain, on the fringes of Lettrism) is to crowd the playful utopianism of ambient mixtures. Hence this critical journey resumes with a delicate manoeuvre of re-s e p ar a t io n ( o f t h e h e a d fr o m t h e t a i l) , w it h t h e identification of an affordance for the dérive to wander from its theoretical roots and to find in the trajectory of 'walking as art' an escape clause from its self-negation. Then, with so much of Debord's critique now accommodated as a default mode for the spectacle, and with the project of site-specificity questioned, a double-seeing, mobile and pr o v is io na l, is ne c e ss ar y in the s ubs e que nt par ts o f the pape r, to f ind s o me purchase on the spaces of the 'drift'; in the periphery of the group dérive, in the voids of superfluous places, in the deferral between reconciliation and antagonism (with 'and and and' rather than sharp difference as a response to shortcomings) and in an asymmetrical strategy with a continuing role for a ludic psychogeography.
The Killers
T he ans wer to the que s tio n ' who k ille d the s it uat io n is ts ? ' is o n ly impo r tant because there is a living, stumbling heritage to fight over, part of which is 'the contemporary dérive'. The corpse walks. Indeed, it is an increasingly vivid and disputed cadaver, greeted, in decentralized spaces, as a miraculous fulcrum around which all sorts of contemporary art practices and social activisms might wind, lever and brace themselves. Questions of assassination and definition quickly become of importance to these new dérivistes, themselves soon under suspicion of resurrectionism. This is a doubly grave charge, for not only does their victim walk, a cannibalistic death on legs, but the value of their precious spoils, separated from the corpse of revolutionary politics, is always subject to the excessive appetites of others.
And yet, it seems that almost because of, rather than despite, the sclerosis and fragmented demise of the situationists, the dérive has a new 'permission' -an 'affordance' -to wander from its theoretical, anti-aesthetic roots.
A distinctive anglo-psychogeographical literature, in part characterised by its neo-romancing of the occult, has emerged from dérive-like walking. Unfortunately, the bulkiness of Iain Sinclair's later prose and his referential convenience has obscured the range of this literature, which includes the sonic 'workings' of the committedly magickal Alan Moore and Tim Perkins (9), Grant Morrison's Gnostic graphic novel series The Invisibles explicitly referencing the dérive in You Say You Want A Revolution (1996), the quotidian 'found' texts in the work of the poet Will Morris (10) , and the vernacular posters and chip-p a p e r s o f G a l e B u r t o n , S e r e n a K o r d a a n d C l a r e Q u a l m a n n o f walkwalkwalk . Once the occult frame is, at least, tilted, a more geographically and generically diverse set of preoccupations emerge. There are festivals of urban exploratory walking like the annual Conflux in New York or the ROAM symposium and festival of walking at Loughborough, UK in 2008. Psychogeographical influence is explicit in contemporary music-making, evident in albums like The Future Sound of London's Dead Cities (11) or John Foxx's Tiny Colour Movies (12) . There has long been a momentum in site-specific theatre and performance, within which contradictory currents emphasize the spectacular and the ambient qualities of site. Site-based performance m o d u l e s a r e t a u g h t a t U K u n i v e r s i t i e s a n d c o l l e g e s s u c h a s t h o s e a t P l y m o u t h , Dartington, Aberystwyth, Lancaster and Exeter, and site-based performative visual art in the Arts In Context module at The New School in New York; all with reference to the dérive. There are anti-architectural projects driven by the dérive, like those of the Stalker group based in Rome, seizing on space for the temporary use of marginalised groups. Walking in the city has once more become a political activism, expressed in the tensions at annual Walk 21 conferences. In Liverpool, UK, an Anglican priest, John Davies, explicitly uses dérive-like wanders to minister to his parish. In Paris, planner Frédéric Dufaux takes his students on 'drifts' to understand the unseens of local communities. Kinga Araya uses prostheses to re-insert body into landscape in her pedestrian practice, a dialogue with exile. A counterpoint to the ordered tourist gaze becomes explicit in détourned guide-books like Anna Best' These activists, artists and architect s r e p r e s e n t a s l i v e r o f t h e t o t a l u n d e r suspicion. The ranks of the Situationist International harboured their ancestral agents:
Asger Jorn and Constant Nieuwenhuys, artist of détournement and architect of trajectory, occultist meanderer and trafficker of traffic. This paper charges their descendents with acts of value-less re-murdering; a forensic excuse to interrogate the divisive and paternalistic question: 'what should the contemporary dérive be?' A revival of the situationist project? A repeated and excessive murdering of it? Or a more ambitious anti-totalizing strategy in which individual tactics may become unrecognizable, unlocatable in the history of the dérive? A strategy that would carry this practice far from its origins, bearing 'marks' of its early, simple, changeable memetic qualities, but floated free from its 'tradition'?
The Plot Line
The straight line has long been deployed by aesthetic walkers. Rather than following contours or increasingly institutionalized pathways like the official Coastal Paths in the UK or the ersatz, scallop-marked 'pilgrims' ways' in Europe (their symbols more likely to lead 'pilgrims' to local hotels than sacred places), the disruptively-applied straight line interrupts passivity and crosses boundaries, beating back at the beaten from relational practice which 'is always a relationship with the other'. But a relational art like Whitehead's is also a constructed situation, a provocation to the uses of a park.
The multiplicity of Walks To Illuminate is companion to the 'not necessarily' of the constructed situation's solipsism. To invert it again, rather than as a contradiction of situationist ideas, the relational trend that Bourriard detects in contemporary art practice can be reconfigured as the exception to the situationists' iconoclasm, the escape clause that defers the neo-situationists' self-immolation. Where, in spectacular relations, art's representations are re-represented as cultural currency, in relational art there is no representation; theatre 'returns' as an ideal spectre.
Lake Guitar, Simon Whitehead, as part of Marcheurs des Bois, an ointment / Boreal Project (ointment.org.uk), Quebec, 2005.
In dérive-related relational art the conceptual straight line is détourned as a meander, but does not entirely lose its geometry, retaining a spectral quality, a 'pattern of patterns' or 'Li' (something between pattern and dynamic principle), a Deleuzian 'working' in the gaps, in the 'and and and'.
There are very few accounts of actual Lettrist or situationist 'drifts', those that survive are mostly unimpressive and rarely cited, evidencing only passing interest in 'ambience' or the potential for 'situation'-making. Ralph Rumney, expelled from the situationists, dismissed these 'drifts' as 'just wandering about and perhaps keeping your eyes open a bit' (19) . In comparison, the variegation and sophistication of contemporary dérive-related art bodes rather better for its future than might be deduced from the often self-deprecating humour of those who seek to support the practice theoretically: The presence in psychogeography of occult arts, whether in actual practice or (more usually) metaphor, might have reduced some neo-situationist practice to airy, even reactionary, nostalgia, but it is disingenuous to suggest that that is its only effect.
The occultist stratum, peaking in the 1990s, includes works and events as diverse as the In both its continental European and British forms this occult-literary tradition saw a revival and a popularisation in the 1960s. Magic and conspiracy narratives were adopted by a counter-cultural left (and then by a wider section of society) in response to problems of power and hegemony that materialist politics were failing to resolve, and was accompanied by the adoption of a 'paranoid style' more usually associated with the political right. The Great Conjunction makes detailed reference to magic practices such as ritual slaughter among ruling elites and while at one level the pamphlet can be read as an enthusiast's arcane thesis there are hints of a resistance to a continuing elite geomancy. Such works may frustrate materialist neo-situationists, but they also serve as a tricky caricature of the situationists' own magical disconnections; revolutionary ends and inadequate means resolved by the sleight of an authorial hand.
One dériviste who has extrovertly engaged with the occult is Jim Colquhoun.
There is a torque upon his rascally, portentous themes, a straining of contradictory impetuses that bends his walks against the contours of the ground. His walks are archaeological and aerial, tunnelling while mapping the trajectories of sea birds. But they also cut straight lines through time. No nostalgia here. Colquhoun's accounts splice unreliable press reports of extraordinary manifestations with doubtful accusations against himself. He attacks the narrative of the 'drift', the post-walk rationalisation and simplistic illustration. In his texts eccentric local histories disrupt, and local fauna intrude upon, the anthropocentric dérive.
In Everything is 'pre', is imagined, is anticipated. In contrast, the stately dialectic of was such a planned relinquishing of leadership to the group, soon led by its edges, diverting into gardens, through private gates, reversing and meeting unexpected hospitality from those encountered by its fringes.
The 'classical' dérive, still practised -destinationless, leaderless, themeless -is in tension (and close proximity) with much that passes for contemporary psychogeographical practice. But such a binary is destructive of the future of the dérive, siting it in the past, the division of activism from art (completing the project for literaryminded critics) among its effects. For such tactical issues, as also for their theorization, the contemporary dérive will do best when it resists the drift towards reconciliation or antagonism; when it defers such syntheses in favour of dispersal and diffusion.
In spatial terms it should seek those 'voids' where economy, for reasons of development, is suspended or diffused: on the fringes of academia, publicly-funded art and social developments, in and around redundant and incomplete properties, spaces 
Spatial Rigours
The straight line and the meander are not merely concepts of journey, they are constituents of space. Doreen Massey has persuasively argued that space is its trajectories: "…as the product of interrelations … as the sphere of the possibility of the existence of multiplicity in the sense of contemporaneous plurality; as the sphere in which distinct trajectories coexist… as always under construction." (26) This mobility and provisionality, even in the theorization of space, has made work with the local and site-specific more problematic than before.
The cure-all of site-specificity has proved to be mostly side-effect, the term is now regularly purloined for 'Shakespeare in the Park'. Even open and sophisticated constructions of locus hav e f a i l e d t o s t e m a n i n c r e m e n t a l s h i f t a w a y f r o m s i t especificity. Just as the ideal space of the gallery had been replaced by the 'real' and the 'natural', so unease about an 'authentic' real or a 'primal' nature, has led to different, more mobile practices of sitedness: 'the distinguishing characteristic of today's siteoriented art is the way in which the art work's relationship to the actuality of a location
( a s s i t e ) a n d t h e s o c i a l c o n d i t i o n s o f t h e i n s t i t u t i o n a l f r a m e ( a s s i t e ) a r e b o t h
subordinate to a discursively determined site that is delineated as a field of knowledge, intellectual exchange, or cultural debate.' (27) Describing the trajectory of artists who have made or responded to this change, Claire Doherty speculates that '(t)hough this may not always reveal itself as a process of dérive… (the artists) maintain that their status as artists allows them to circumnavigate predictability.' (28) The disruption is disrupted, the détournement détourned, the abolition of art by dérive is ghosted by those who are 'allowed' by their status as artists to 'circumnavigate 
Back to Trajectory
It would be easy to allow the straight line and the meander, the functional everyday and the exploratory extraordinary, or the textural and the geometrical, to become spatialized in a simple binary tension. Instead we should rather suspend both their attracting and repulsing tendencies, deferring synthesis or conflict and, instead, This astronautical metaphor has one further useful application -in the similarity of satellite capture to the process of détournement. In satellite capture, space agencies use the complex interplay of massive gravitational forces (of sun, moon and earth) to radically change the trajectory of a satellite by using tiny amounts of energy from the satellite's weak motors. For, at certain moments, the satellite will move under the influence of forces in very close balance with each other so that the slightest additional energy, the slightest change in location, can alter the trajectory radically through its transformed relations with the various forces of attraction. It is this asymmetrical effect, this engaging or riding of massive forces by the application of small (often 'merely' intellectual) resources that a political-scale détournement can achieve.
Such an attempt was Exeter Everyday, a 'festival' in the small city of Exeter, UK, in 2006, encouraging the acknowledgement of the role of the everyday in the continual re-making and re-ordering of the city by its citizens. Nothing was organized except the p u b l i c i z i n g o f t h e f e s t i v a l b y W r i g h t s & S i t e s . D i f f e r e n t q u o t i d i a n t h e m e s w e r e announced for each day: feet and shoes (walking), beaks and paws (animals in the city), waiting, reflections in windows and glints in eyes, horizons and crowd scenes.
Announcements and interviews with the organizers were carried in the local media and posters were displayed. For those citizens reached by this publicity the everyday events of the city became briefly imbued with an apparent premeditation. But the interface with t h e ' e v e r y d a y ' w a s n o t s i m p l e . C h a l l e n g i n g t h e n a r r a t i v e p o w e r s i n t h e c i t y w a s 
Alien versus Predator, Anywhere versus Everyday
There was a telling encounter between Jacques Derrida and Daniel Libeskind at the 1992 Anywhere conference in Japan.
In there is "any," a possibility of substitution and repetition…' (37) Libeskind counters this quotidianisation of anywhere in the first conference panel:
'I feel a certain domestication of the fantastic nature of anywhere has taken place. I actually wrote a little rejoinder… "Anywhere is not once, for if it were, it would crumple the "where" like the fully compressed bellows of an accordion in order to move more freely within it. There is no po s s ibility o f dis c o ur se, in my o pin io n, by say ing any whe r e … it isn't a n y w h e r e … l e a v e i t t o i t s n o n -restitutive, non-replaceable greed…" I would ask the question: Anywhere anywhere? But certainly not here.'
To general laughter, Derrida responds to Libeskind's hostile generalising, indeed dark-utopianizing, of anywhere by expressing his agreement.
Unlike the colonially-aspirational everywhere, anywhere is capable -as in the 'general laughter' -of sustaining an everydayness and an ideal, of mobilizing both Derrida's subjectivity and Libeskind's 'not here'. ( t o g e t h e r b y T R I P e x c h a n g e d i n f o r m a t i o n a n d d e s c r i p t i o n s o f t h e i r m u l t i p l e ( a n d sometimes contradictory) interventional, aesthetic and critical practices. Given the lack of plenary sessions -significant in itself -there was no forum for coherent themes or extended, detailed debate to emerge. Instead, informal connections were made, networks strengthened and widened, and most of the papers given followed suit by adding to the layers of discourse.
Exceptional, in the sense of its potential effect on this loose movement's ' t h i n k i n g ' , w a s A n n a P o w e l l ' s p a p e r i n w h i c h s h e a t t e m p t e d t o l a y e r e l e m e n t s o f Part of the problematic of the contemporary dérive is a lack of an accumulative discussion of the details of its practice. Non-literary accounts of 'drifts' are often less than engaging, failing to communicate atmospheres, intensities and re-arrangements.
The temptation has been to treat the dérive at a general level. Without detailed discussion the catapults, community, democracy, provocations and tricks of the dérive are not passed on, are not developed incrementally. What passes for 'drifting' too often turns out to be a one-idea disruption, leaving its participants in solo reverie or subject to the banalities of the spectacularised street. Instead, the idea of a mutating 'tool kit', conceptual if not material, offers something more than this repeated starting over. Mythogeographical walking -a detailed and accumulative practice of dérive -is about a meshing of geographical spaces, and their ghostly bathing in cultural motion pictures, about the geometrical connectivity of a fragmented self, the integrity of which is constantly modulated by neurological research, critical theory, and speculations about consciousness and transmission, and about direct experience of the unplanned route.
Mythogeography's 'softness', comparable to the 'soft places' in Neil Gaiman's Sandman graphic novels, welcomes in the academically unrespectable while refusing to collapse itself into any single branch of small-business esoterica. Another way of describing this 'softness' is used by Tim Edensor in relation to the body in ruined space 'coerced and stimulated to perform in unfamiliar ways' (43) , drawing on the research of James J.
Gibson into human perception and environmental 'affordance': '….visitors may clamber over old production lines and on top of obsolete machines… dance upon the boardroom origins, but as a conceptual (and mutable) tool kit for a widening affordance to be added to and subtracted from, according to practical and theoretical needs, both an art of memory and an actual, physical, memorialised landscape; both the assassination of the situationist corpse and the survival kit for avoiding its fate, the 'head shot' that finally puts not the corpse but the necessity to keep murdering it to sleep, that repeatedly d e f e r s o u r m e e t i n g w i t h i t , a t r a i n i n g f o r m o r e p o r t e n t o u s a n d m o r e p e r i l o u s trajectories.
